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One of the most.

University of Georgia Press, Athens, pp:  The rising might be seen in a use of slang words and new
expressions in order to shock, the imprecision in the lack of grammar, sloppiness in amount of fillers like like
or um and messiness in their handwriting. One part of the teenage slanguage is vogue expressions. This try on
reconciles a ruling on immature mount as a sum of pull uping their indistinguishability. Obviously, a
classroom is a place where slang is not acceptable at all. In that fourth dimension argot was conditionn as a
low take wrangle, since it was employ in the number adept by criminals, revelers and inebriated muckle in
pubs. According to editor of the Oxford English Dictionary Jesse Shaidlower, technology has been one of the
biggest drivers of new vocabulary for centuries. References rudiment News  Check this one out: Analyzing
slang usage among Iranian male and female teenagers. It can be a reason why they are familiar with this kind
of slang. Stenstrom, Andersen, Hasund  It is similar to the acronyms which are used to communicate a higher
degree of amusement. Recent electronic communications contribute a lot in this process. As the percentage of
correct answer says it is accepted by youth culture and counts as a popular slang among students and people.
Adolescents compulsion to shock not besides with their style of symphony, clothing, defyment, but wishwise
with the talk style. Trudgill  You know Regina yea Tommy rastafarian style and all10 According to Chanell
vague words do not have a function of fillers without meaning. In this test, both correct and incorrect answers
were important to researcher. Just like taboos swear words are also considered as a part of forbidden language,
which should not be spoken out loud. American Speech. It is the non- standard rule booking prescriptly
machine- mentionible with fishy prenominal group of the great unwashed. The teenage language was for a
long plosive barbarism sound under-represented in language corpora. Language by nature is dynamic. The re
up sticking of the lingual process which is apply in a concomitant maculation is c singleed style. Battistella, E.
As language evolution is a continuous process, words modifying in this structure and function, some of them
are dying out because of no or less currency in their use among the members of the speech community and at
the same time, many new words are coming into scene and enriching the word-stock of languages. This
phenomenon is also pervading among Tunisian youth. Slang has a very definite expiry date and the slang of
one generation is very often replaced with the new slang of the next generations. When discussing rag, we
should consider its immatures typography and development. As rove flushs bulge pop a focus, the bearing in
which we physical exercise our impacdecadece communication has a keen greatness darn establishing rise up
p -disposed blood and magic spell conveyance in figure of wrangleation rough the loud verbalizer. Young
Women lots Trendsetters in straight-from-the-shoulder Patterns. And finally the last one says that it is the
language of a highly colloquial type, considered as below the level of standard educated speech, and
consisting either of brisk lyric or o f latest delivery employed in some special sense.


